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In this paper, the static analysis of programs in the functional programming language 
Miranda* is described based on two graph models. A new control-flow graph model of Miranda 
definitions is presented, and a model with four classes of caligraphs. Standard software metrics 
are applicable to these models. A Miranda front end for Prometrixt, a tool for the automated 
analysis of flowgraphs and callgraphs, has been developed. This front end produces the 
flowgraph and callgraph representations of Miranda programs. Some features of the metric 
analyser are illustrated with an example program. The tool provides a promising access to 
standard metrics on functional programs. 
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Static analysis of programs has the potential to contribute 
to the control of quality of software. Internal attributes, 
such as structural properties, measured in the static analysis, 
are claimed to have a correlation with external attributes, 
such as comprehensibility, maintainability and testability. 
Traditionally, static analysis and related tools focuses 
mainly on programs written in imperative programming 
languages ~. In this paper, two models for static analysis, 
control-flow graphs and callgraphs, will be elaborated for 
the analysis of programs written in the functional pro- 
gramming language Miranda 2 with respect to the com- 
prehensibility of the programs 3. The measurement and 
validation of internal attributes on size and structure based 
on these models are addressed. The validation of the 
models with respect to external attributes is the subject of 
a separate study 4. 

Callgraphs are used to model dependencies between pro- 
gram constructs, such as functions or modules. Callgraphs 
are related with hierarchy charts as used in several struc- 
tured design methods 5. They capture the dependencies of 
objects in the program at different levels of abstraction. For 
example, one may define a callgraph for dependencies 
between functions within a module; or dependencies between 
modules, and so on. The root node of the callgraph corres- 
ponds to the highest level object. Callgraphs are used in 
static program analysers 6. Callgraphs for Prolog programs 

*Miranda is a trademark of Software Research Limited. 
tPrometrix is a product of lnfometrix Software. 

have been given by Fenton and Kaposi 7. A callgraph model 
for functional programs in Miranda has been described by 
Harrison 8. In this paper, four classes of cailgraphs will be 
introduced. 

There are different aspects of control-flow in functional 
programming. One important aspect is determined by the 
reduction strategy for the evaluation of expressions. In 
Miranda, the functional programming language studied 
here, this strategy is normal order reduction, also called 
lazy evaluation 9. Another aspect of control-flow is related 
to the syntactical structure of the function definitions in 
programs. This aspect, that usually gets little attention, will 
be addressed in this paper. 

Flowgraphs are used for the modelling of control-flow in 
imperative programs ~. The nodes in the directed graphs 
correspond to statements in the programs, whereas the 
edges from one node to the other indicates a flow of control 
between corresponding statements. The stop node in a flow- 
graph has outdegree zero, and every node lies on some 
path from the start node to the stop node. The nodes with 
outdegree equal to 1 are called procedure nodes; all other 
nodes are termed predicate nodes. For example, an elemen- 
tary action is modelled as flowgraph in Figure la (referred 
to as P~); the if-then construct in a program is modelled as 
flowgraph in Figure lb (referred to as Do); the if-then- 
else construct is modelled as flowgraph in Figure l c (referred 
to as D 0. Flowgraphs can be concatenated (sequencing) to 
a new flowgraph; and flowgraphs can be nested on another. 
An example of nesting D O onto D t at node 6 in  Figure lc, 
is given in Figure ld. This is denoted as D~ (Do), in which 
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Figure 1 Elementary flowgraphs and decomposition tree 

is abstracted from the node onto which is nested. Associ- 
ated with any flowgraph is a decomposition tree which 
describes how the flowgraph is built by sequencing and 
nesting elementary flowgraphs, such as Do and Dj. The 
decomposition tree of the flowgraph in Figure ld is depicted 
in Figure le. 

In order to quantify internal attributes of software, metrics 
have been defined on flowgraphs, decomposition trees and 
callgraphs t. These metrics can be divided into two main 
classes: size metrics (e.g. number of  nodes and edges) and 
structure metrics (e.g. nesting depth and width, based on a 
decomposition in primitive components). Several of the 
standard metrics will be used on the models discussed in 
this paper. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, more details 
about programs in the functional programming language 
Miranda will be given by explaining an example program. 
Furthermore, the modelling of the control-flow and depen- 
dencies in the callgraph for functional programs will be 
elaborated on. The actual data of some software metrics for 
the example program will be described. The final sections 
discuss the Miranda analyser and some results obtained 
with this approach. 

Functional programs 

In this section, some characteristics of programs in the 
functional language Miranda 2'9 will be described with an 
example program. 

Example program 

In Figure 2, an example program, usually called a script, 
is given. The line numbers are added for further explanation. 

The function main (lines 4 -7)  returns the sum of the j-th 
through k-th complex number in list, in which each 
complex number is derived from a list of  (real or integer) 
numbers as follows: an empty list will give complex 
number 0 + 0 i, a list with one number x will give complex 
number x + 0 i, and a list with two or more numbers 
x,y . . . .  will give complex number x + y i. Informally, 
the function main can be specified as follows: main j k 
[c, . . . . .  cj . . . . .  Ck . . . . .  C.] = Cj + . . .  + Ck. 

For the given test data (line 10) and withj = 1 and k = 4, 
the expression main 1 4 test evaluates to the string "13 + 
5 i " .  

For complex numbers, an abstract data type is given: the 
specification as comment (lines 12-14) and the type defi- 
nition of the base operations (lines 17-22). Any text on a 
line after two vertical bars is comment (e.g. lines 1-3). In 
the implementation (lines 26-32) a complex number is 

I t file complex.m 
I I main j k list is the sum of the j-th through k-th 
I I complex number in list 
main :: num -) num -) [ [ n u m ]  ] -) [char ]  
main j k list 

= showct (sumlist sublist) 
where  sublist = take ( k - j  + I) (drop ( j -  I) l ist) 

I I test data 
test = [ [ 4 , 5 ] ,  [1 ,0 ] ,  [8 ] ,  [ ] ,  [2 ,3 ,4 ] ,  [ 7 , 8 ] ]  

specif ication complex numbers 
re(rect(a,b)) = a 
im(rect(a,b)) = b 

type definit ion complex numbers 
abstype ct 
with 

rect :: (num,num) -) ct 
re :: ct -) num 
im :: ct -) num 
showct :: ct -) [char]  

I I implementat ion complex numbers 
ct == [num]  
rect (a,b) = [a ,b]  
re [a,b]  = a 
im [a,b]  = b 
s h o w c t z  = x, i f i m z  = 0 

= y ++ " i" ,  i f r e z  = 0 
i i  l l  

= x ++  + ++  y ++ " i", otherwise 
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27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

where  (x,y) = (shownum(re z), shownum(im z)) 32 
33 

I i der ived operat ions complex numbers 
plus :: ct -) ct -) ct 
c l  $p lusc2  = r e c t ( r e c l  + rec2 ,  i m c l  + imc2)  

I I sum of complex numbers in list 
I I each complex number is der ived from a list of numbers 
sumlist :: [ [ n u m ] ]  -) ct 
sumlist [ ]  = rect(O,O) 
sumlist ( [ x l , x 2 ] : x s s )  = c $plus sumlist xss 

where  c = rect(x l ,x2) 
sumlist (xs:xss) = sumlist xss, if # xs = 0 

= c $plus sumlist xss, if ~/xs = 1 
= sumlist ((take 2 xs) :xss) ,otherwise 

where  c = rect(x,O) 
where  x = hd xs 

Figure 2 Example Miranda program 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

represented by a list of numbers, given by the type synonym 
symbol = = (line 25). The derived operation plus (line 36) 
is defined in infix notation (name of the function with a 
S-prefix). With the reserved word where the local definitions 
are indicated (e.g. line 7). On line 32, x and y are defined 
simultaneously in a so-called compound definition. The 
other functions in this script (take, drop, shownum, hd, ++ 
and ~ )  are Miranda library functions. For each function the 
type of the function is provided: the name of the function 
followed by a double colon and a type expression (e.g. line 
4). The right arrow --, in the type expression denotes a 
function type. 

The example program could have been programmed 
more proficiently, especially the function sumlist, and with 
a more distinct specification of the functions. However, this 
rather inexpert implementation will be used to exemplify 
several modelling issues. 

Structure o f  function definitions 

A script consists of a number of definitions. A definition 
consists of a number of clauses. A clause consists of a 
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number of cases, possibly followed by a script with the 
local definitions of that clause. This structure will be 
illustrated with the function sumlist (see Figure 3). 

The definition sumlist consists of three clauses (starting 
at line 41, 42 and 44). The first clause consists of one case 
(line 41). The second clause consists of one case (line 42), 
followed by a local script with the definition of c (line 43: 
single clause, single case). The third clause consists of 
three cases (lines 44-46),  followed by a local script with 
the definition of c (line 47: single clause, single case with 
a local script with the definition of x at line 48). 

Control-flow model 

The control-flow, as reflected in the syntactic structure of 
the function definitions, is determined by the order of the 
clauses and the patterns, and the order of the cases and the 
guards. A detailed account on pattern-matching and guards 
in Miranda is given by Peyton Jones and Wadler in Peyton 
Jones '°. Other aspects of the control-flow in the actual 
evaluation of expressions, such as laziness 9, will be 
abstracted from. 

Control-flow in function definitions 
The clauses are selected by matching the patterns in the 
arguments. For example, the first pattern in the function 
sumlist (see Figure 3) is an empty list [] (line 41); the 
second pattern ( [x l ,x2] :xss)  is a non-empty list with a 
head-element consisting of a list with two elements (line 
42). Here, there is a pattern within another pattern. The 
pattern (xs:xss) in the third clause (line 44) is again a non- 
empty list, but more general than the pattern in the previous 
clause: any head-element will match. The pattern in the first 
clause will be checked first, then the second, and so on. 
Only if all patterns in the clauses are disjoint and 
exhaustive, can the clauses be written in any order. There 
are patterns which always match, e.g. the pattern z in the 

definition of showct (line 29). If no pattern succeeds there 
is an error in the definition. 

If a clause is selected, the cases in a clause are selected 
by the guards of each case. There are no guards in the first 
and second clause. The first guard in the third clause (line 
44) is the test (:#xs=0), the second guard is (~xs= 1), the 
last guard (line 46) is 'otherwise' which will succeed 
always. The topmost guard will be checked first, then the 
second, and so on. For example, in the second case of the 
function showct (line 30), it is assumed that the first guard 
resulted in the value False, so that in this case (im z ~: 0). 
Only if all guards are disjoint and exhaustive can the cases 
be written in any order. If no guard succeeds, which may 
happen if there is no 'otherwise" guard, in Miranda the 
following function clause will be checked*. If there is no 
other clause there will be a program error. 

Modelling control-flow in function definitions 
In the mapping of a program to a model, one has to keep 
in mind for which purpose the model will be used. A model 
for the testability of a program could be different from a 
model for the comprehensibility ~. In the subsequent model- 
ling of the control-flow, internal attributes relevant to the 
external attribute comprehensibility of functional programs 
have to be captured. Eventually, this modelling has to be 
validated. 

For the static analysis, arguments in a function clause 
with patterns that may fail will be modelled as one predicate 
node with outdegree 2. Patterns that never fail consist of 
just one or more distinct identifiers, e.g. the pattern z in the 
definition of showct (line 29). A pattern that always suc- 
ceeds will not be modelled as a node in the flowgraph. 

*In some implementations of functional languages, the program will 
not proceed with the following clause and a program error will be 
reported. 

sumlist [] I = rect(O,O) 

sumlist ([xl,x2]:xss) - C Splus sumlist xss 

where I c I - rect(xl,x2) 

sumlist (xs:xss) - sumlist xss, if #xs = 0 

- c Splus sumlist xss, if #xs = 1 

= sumlist ((take 2 xs) : xss), otherwise 

where c = rect(x,O) 

where I X I - hd XS 
I 

,I 

,I 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

Figure 3 Structure of the definition sumlist 
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In Miranda, commonly used patterns in function defini- 
tions that may fail are: 

• patterns with a constant: real, integer, character, string; 
• patterns with constructors: user defined algebraic con- 

structors, or standard constructors for a list (e.g. lines 
27, 28, 41 and 42); 

• patterns with the list-constructor: (e.g. xs:xss in line 44); 
• patterns with the + operator (e.g. n+  1 where n is an 

integer); 
• multiple occurrences of variables: two or more times the 

same identifier in the patterns. 

Multiple patterns, such as in the second clause of sumlist 
(line 42) or patterns in two or more arguments, will be 
modelled just as one predicate node. Moreover, we will 
abstract from the actual content of patterns; e.g., the two 
patterns [] and (xs:xss) cover all possible list arguments 
(the function is total). However, both patterns will be 
modelled with a predicate node, as if they were independent. 

Guards will be modelled as predicate nodes with outdegree 
2. Again, we will abstract from the actual content of the 
guard: e.g., a guard with just the boolean value True, or 
the boolean expression (1=1),  will be modelled as a 
predicate node. Composite guards are modelled just as one 
predicate node. The guard 'otherwise'  will not be modelled 
with a node in the flowgraph. 

Expressions other than guards on the right-hand side of 
the function definition will be modelled just as one pro- 
cedure node. In the modelling, we will abstract from the 
actual content of these expressions, which may be very 
simple (line 27) or more complicated (line 7). 

In this flowgraph modelling of functional programs, there 
is no recursion and there are no iterative constructs, such 
as the while-do structure in an imperative language. In 
terms of prime flowgraphs, there are no D2 (while-do) 
and D3 (repeat-until) structures. Furthermore, there is no 
sequencing of flowgraphs in this model. 

Control-flow graph and decomposition tree 

From the modelling discussed in the previous section, the 
control-flow graph for the function sumlist is given in 
Figure 4. The four vertical lines indicate the kind of nodes 
in the flowgraph: predicate nodes (outdegree 2) for patterns 
and guards, procedure nodes (outdegree 1) for the expres- 
sions, and finally the stop node (outdegree 0). For the 
predicate nodes, the True (T) and False (F) branches are 
indicated. Note that the lower (False) branch starting at the 
pattern (xs:xss) is infeasible because either the pattern [ ] 
or the pattern (xs:xss) will succeed: these two patterns are 
exhaustive. However, as described in the previous section, 
in this model will be abstracted from the actual content of 
the patterns, and the pattern (xs:xss) will be modelled as a 
predicate node with outdegree 2. 

The decomposition tree of flowgraph can be derived by 
a hierarchical decomposition in prime flowgraphs I. The 
decomposition tree of the function sumlist is given by 

DI (Di (Do(DI (Di)))) 

and can be depicted as a tree without branches (cf. Figure 
le). 

pa~erns guards expressions stop 

el =rect(O,O) 

e2 = c $plus sumlist xss 

e3 = sumlist xss 

e4 = c $plus sumlist xss 

e5 = sumllst ((take 2 xs):xss) 

Figure 4 Annotated control-flow graph of the function sumlist 

There are simple function definitions resulting in flow- 
graphs that are not D-structured (i.e. containing other than 
Do, Dr, DE, D3, and Pl-primes). Consider for example the 
following function f (the function funnyLastEltl°): 

The function f returns the last element of its argument 
list, except that if a negative element is encountered then it 
is returned instead. 

f(x:xs) = x, i fx < 0 1 
f (x : [ ] )  = x 2 
f (x:xs) = f xs 3 

The function f is a partial function, defined for non-empty 
lists only. The clause numbers are added. The annotated 
flowgraph of this function definition is given in Figure 5a. 

The decomposition of this flowgraph is XI(Dt(Do)), 
where X~ is the prime given in Figure 5b. The same 
prime is associated with a lazy boolean and-expression in 
a selection ~2. 

Furthermore, from this example it can be shown that 
guards interact with pattern matching and the order of the 
clauses. There are six permutations of the order of the three 
clauses in the function f. Only two of them, 0 ,2 ,3)  and 
(2,1,3), give a definition which satisfies the specification. 

An alternative definition of the function f with the same 
functionality is the following function f': 

patterns guards expressions stop 

a. flowgroph of function f 

patterns guards expressions stop 

b. prime Xl in flowgraph of function f 

Figure 5 Annotated control-flow graph of the function f with 
prime X I 
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f'(x:xs) = x , x < 0 V  xs = [] 
= f '  xs, otherwise 

The flowgraph belonging to this function f '  is D-structured; 
its decomposition is Do(D0. The composite guard, in this 
example consisting of a lazy boolean or-expression, is 
modelled as one predicate node, as has been described in 
the previous section. 

Whether this alternative definition, with a D-structured 
flowgraph decomposition, should be preferred to the first 
definition with the X-prime in its flowgraph decomposition, 
e.g. with respect to the external attribute comprehensibility, 
has to be established in a separate validation study. 

Flowgraph metrics 

There are a large number of metrics defined on flowgraphs 
and decomposition trees ~. A selection of flowgraph metrics 
for the function sumlist is given in Table 1. A short 
description of the metrics will be given. The size metrics 
give the number of nodes and edges in the flowgraph. The 
local structure metrics give the occurrences and sizes of the 
primes in the decomposition. The overall structure metrics 
give some classical measures on flowgraphs: e.g. the cyclo- 
matic complexity number of McCabe. 

Testability metrics can be computed from the decomp- 
osition tree provided that the values can be computed for 
the primes as well as for nesting and sequencing ~. In tools, 
like Qualms ~3 and Prometrix ~4, the prime decomposition is 
used in the computation of the testability metrics. 

In the modelling of functional programs, and the special 
situation with only P~. Do (if-then) and D~ (if-then-else) 

Table 1. Flowgraph metrics for the function sumlist 

Metric Value 

Size metrics 
- -  N u m b e r  o f  nodes  11 

- -  N u m b e r  o f  edges  15 

Local structure metrics 
- -  Is D-s t ruc tured  1 

- -  Occur rences  o f  D O 1 

- -  Occur rences  o f  D 1 4 

- -  Occur rencs  o f  exot ic  p r imes  0 

- -  B igges t  p r ime  4 

--  Depth o f  nes t ing  5 

Overall structure metrics 
- -  M c C a b e ' s  met r ic  6 

- -  P ra the r ' s  met r ic  32 

- -  Bas i l i -Hutchens  Sync 12.21 

Testability metrics 
- -  S ta tement  tes tabi l i ty  5 

- -  Branch testabi l i ty  6 

structures and no sequencing, the following testability 
metrics will give equal values: all-path testing, visit-each- 
loop path testing, simple path testing and branch testing. 
Therefore, only one of these metrics, branch testability, is 
included in the selected metrics of Table 1. If 'exotic' prime 
structures are encountered in the flowgraph, here primes 
other than D 0, D~ and P~, the testability metrics for these 
primes have to be added. 

The testability metrics give the number of test cases 
required in each of the testing strategies. For example, branch 
testing requires that each edge in the flowgraph be visited 
at least once; for the function sumlist a minimum of six test 
cases is required. Statement testing requires that each node 
in the flowgraph be visited at least once. The test cases can 
be derived directly from the flowgraph (see Table 2). Tests 
1-5 are the statement tests; tests 1-6  are the branch tests. 
However, from the list-patterns it can be concluded that the 
conditions for test 6 can never be met (a list-argument will 
always match one of the patterns [ ] or (xs:xss)). In general, 
infeasible paths can be introduced in the modelling phase, 
as has been described in the previous section. 

From the analysis of flowgraph and decomposition tree 
metrics, one may select functions which surpass certain 
pre-set threshold values, e.g. on testability or size. These 
functions can be inspected, and if necessary, they can be 
redesigned and implemented, resulting in more acceptable 
metric values. These threshold values may depend on the 
type of project in which the programs are going to be used. 
Functions which produce exotic primes in their flowgraphs 
(not D-structured) can be detected, and subsequent code 
inspection may reveal a bad programming style or error 
prone code. 

In the previous section, a simple control flow model for 
Miranda function definitions has been described. Application 
of the model should reveal the need of further refinements 
of the model, such as expansion of multiple patterns, of 
composite guards and of the other expressions. 

Dependency model 

In this section, the callgraph model for Miranda programs 
is described. Four classes of functions will be distinguished: 

• global functions: functions defined on the top level of the 
script; 

• local functions: functions defined within one of the top 
level functions, or defined within another local function; 

• library functions: functions defined in another script or in 
the standard library; 

Table 2. Test cases for the function sumlist 

Test Expression Line [ ]  

Patterns and guards 

[ x l , x 2 ] : x s s  xs :xss  ~ x s = 0  ~ x s =  1 

1 rect(0,0)  41 

2 c $plus  suml i s t  xss 42 

3 suml i s t  xss 44 
4 c $plus  suml i s t  xss 45 

5 suml is t  ((take 2 xs) :xss)  46 

6 -- 

t rue . . . .  

false true - -  - -  - -  

false false true true - -  
false lhlse true false false 

false false true false false 

false false false - -  - -  
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• primitive functions (or operators): these are in Miranda* 
the arithmetic operators (+ ,  - ,  /, *, ^,  div, mod), the 
boolean operators (&, V, ~ ,  =,  > ,  <) ,  the list operators 
(~, :, + +,  - - ,  !), and the function composition 
operator (.). 

A callgraph is a directed graph with nodes corresponding to 
the functions in a program, and edges corresponding to one 
function calling another. Multiple function calls are modelled 
with one edge in the callgraph. Primitive functions and calls 
to these functions are not included in the callgraphs. 

In the callgraph, one may select any function as root 
node: a so-called rooted callgraph is obtained, with all 
nodes of the callgraph (and corresponding edges) that are 
reachable from this root node. In the sequel, such a rooted 
callgraph with as root node the function f will be referred 
to as 'the callgraph from root f'. 

The callgraph model has mainly been used for imperative 
languages, in tools such as Prometrix 14. Contrary to, for 
example, programs in Pascal, in the usual Miranda pro- 
gramming practice, there is a heavy reliance on local 
functions. The number of local functions may easily surpass 
the number of top level functions with an order of magnitude. 
Even in a small example program as given in Figure 2, 
there are local functions which may obscure the top level 
dependencies in the program. Therefore, two new classes 
of callgraphs will be introduced: the local callgraph and the 

*See the Miranda manual. 

Callgraph from root 'main' 
in application 'complex.l" 

global callgraph. The customary callgraph is partitioned 
in, on one hand, the global callgraph, with dependencies 
between the top level functions, and on the other hand local 
callgraphs for each top level function. Furthermore, larger 
programs are usually split up into several scripts. The 
dependencies between these scripts are modelled in the last 
class: they include callgraph. Hence, the following four 
classes of callgraphs are distinguished: 

• general callgraph: the customary graph with calls between 
the three type of functions (locals, globals and library 
functions); 

• global callgraph: calls between top level functions and 
library functions (directly or indirectly via local functions); 

• local callgraph: for each top level function, the calls 
between this function and other top level functions, library 
functions, and local functions which are in scope of the 
top level function in the root; 

• include callgraph: in this callgraph there are no function 
dependencies, but calls between scripts (via the include 
construct). 

Each of these classes of callgraphs will be discussed in turn. 

General callgraph 

In the general callgraph the dependencies between the three 
classes of functions (local, global and library) are modelled. 
For example, in the general callgraph with as root the 
function main (see Figure 6), the global, local and library 
functions are: 

main 

sun~Ist 

Static analysis of  functional programs: K G van den Berg and P M van den Broek 

Figure 6 The general callgraph from root main 
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• top level functions: main, sumlist, showct, plus, rect, im, 
re; 

• local functions: sublist defined in main (line 7), x in 
showct (line 32), y in showct (line 32), c in the second 
clause of sumlist (line 43), c in the third clause of sumlist 
(line 47), x in the previous mentioned function c (line 
48); 

• library functions: hd, shownum, take, drop. 

A function in a general callgraph will be denoted by the 
plain name of the function as it appears in the program. It 
is optional to include or to exclude the library functions. In 
Figure 6, the library functions are shown. 

Global callgraph 

In the global callgraph only top level functions are modelled, 
and dependencies with other top level functions possibly 
indirectly via local functions. In the global callgraph, a top 
level function will be denoted by the name of the function 
and a star-prefix, such as *main; library functions are 
denoted without star. In the global callgraph with as root 
the function main, the global and library functions are: 

• top level functions: main, sumlist, showct, plus, rect, im, 
re; 

• library functions: hd, shownum, take, drop. 

As with the general callgraph, it is optional to include or 
to exclude the library functions. In Figure 7, the library 
functions are not shown. 

Local callgraph 

In the local callgraph of a top level function, the dependencies 
of this top level function and the functions within the 
function definition are modelled. If  another top level 
function is called in the function, the dependencies of that 
top level function are not part of the local callgraph. On this 
local level, these other top level functions are considered as 
'library' functions. 

In the local callgraph, the full name of the function will 

be used for the local function, i.e. the path will be the 
prefix of the name of the function as used in the script. 
The path consists of the global name of the function, the 
clause number in which the local function is defined, and 
so on, separated by a backslash. This full name allows the 
localization of the clause in which the local function has 
been defined. In the local callgraph with as root the function 
sumlist (see Figure 8), the global, local and library functions 
are: 

• top level functions: sumlist, showct, plus, rect; 
• local functions: c in the second clause of sumlist 

(\sumlist@2\c);  c in the third clause of sumlist ( \sum- 
list@3\c); x in the first clause of the function c in the 
third clause of sumlist ( \sumlis t@3\c@l \x); 

• library functions: hd, take. 

Again, it is optional to include or to exclude the library 
functions. In Figure 8, the library functions are shown. The 
edge from \sumlist to sumlist implies a recursive call of the 
top level function in the root. 

Include callgraph 

For large-scale applications, a program is usually divided 
into several scripts. Functions defined in one script may be 
used in another script if the first script is included in the 
latter one. In imperative languages, e.g. Modula-2, this can 
be achieved by the IMPORT-declaration. In Miranda this 
is denoted by the construct %include, followed by the name 
of the file which contains the script. In the previous model- 
ling, a function called from another script is considered as 
a library function. 

From the include-constructs arises a hierarchy of scripts, 
which is modelled in the include callgraph (in the imperative 
domain called the module import graph~5). One abstracts 
from the actual calls to functions in the included script. The 
example program (given in Figure 2) could be divided into 
four scripts (see Figure 10): the file compbas.m with the 
base operations on complex numbers (line 11-32); the file 

Callgraph from root '*main' 
in application 'complex.f' 

*main 

* s u  ~ t 
*plus 

*reef *re *lm 

Figure 7 The global callgraph from root main 
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Callgraph from root '~sumlisf 
in application 'complex.f' 

~sumllst 

t a k e  suml lst  h d  rect plus 

Figure 8 The local callgraph from root sumlist 

compaux.m with the derived operations on complex numbers 
(line 33-48); the file compdat.m with the test data (line 
8-10). The file complex.m only contains the main application 
(line 1-7). The include-constructs are added on lines la, 
lb, lc and 33a. The include callgraph with as root the script 
complex.m is given in Figure 9. The four edges correspond 
to the four include-constructs in the scripts. 

Callgraph metr ics  

In this section, first some simple size metrics on callgraphs 
will be considered. The number of nodes and the number 
of edges will be used in the comparison of the general, the 
global and the local callgraphs. Then, other metrics on call- 
graphs will be given. 

In Table 3 the number of the functions, i.e. the number 
of nodes in the graphs, are listed for the callgraphs with as 
root the function main, and the callgraphs with as root the 
function sumlist. 

For these classes of functions, there are six types of 
functions calls in callgraphs: 

a. a global function calls another global function; 
b. a global function calls a local function; 

Callgraph from root '%complex.m' 
in application 'compbat, f 

%complex,m 

%compclat.m %compbas.m 

Figure 9 The include callgraph from root complex.m 

I I file complex.m 
% i n c l u d e  " compbas "  
% i n c l u d e  " c o m p a u x "  
%inc lude  " compda t "  
I I main j k list is the sum of the j-th through k-th 
I I complex number in list 
main :: num -) num -) [ [ n u m ]  l -) [char [  
main j k list 

= showct (sumlist sublist) 
where  sublist = take ( k - j  + I) (drop (j - I )  list) 

1 
l a  
l b  
l c  

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

I I file compdat .m 8 
I } test data 9 
xs = [ [ 4 , 5 ] ,  [ 1 ,0 ] ,  [ 8 ] ,  [ ] ,  [ 2 ,3 ,4 ] ,  [ 7 , 8 ] ]  10 

I file compbas.m 11 
I specif ication complex numbers 12 
I re(rect(a,b)) = a 13 
I im(rect(a,b)) = b 14 

15 
I type definit ion complex numbers 16 

abetype ct 17 
with 18 

rect :: (num,num) -) ct 19 
re :: ct -) num 20 
im :: ct - ) n u m  21 
showct :: ct -) [char ]  22 

23 
I I implementat ion complex numbers 24 
ct = =  [hum]  25 
rect (a,b) = [a ,b ]  26 
re [a ,b ]  = a 27 
im [a ,b ]  = b 28 
showct z = x, if i m z  = 0 29 

= y + +  " i " , i f  r e z  = 0 30 
= x ++  " + ++  y ++  " i", o therwise  31 

where  (x,y) = (shownum(re z), shownum(im z)) 32 

I [ fi le compaux.m 
%inc lude  " c o m p b a s "  
I I derived operat ions complex numbers 
plus :: ct -) ct -) ct 
c l  $p l usc2  = r e c t ( r e c l  + rec2 ,  im c l  + imc2 )  

I I sum of complex numbers in list 
I I each complex number is derived from a list of numbers 
sumlist :: [ [ hum]  ] -) ct 
sumlist [ ]  = rect(O,O) 
sumlist ( [ x l , x 2 ] : x s s )  = c $plus sumlist xss 

where  c = rect(x l ,x2)  
sumlist (xs:xss) = sumlist xss, i f  # x s  = 0 

= c $plus sumlist xss, i f  # xs = 1 
= sumlist ((take 2 xs) :xss) ,o therwise 

where  c = rect(x,O) 
where  x = hd xs 

Figure 10 Example Miranda program with include files 

33 
33a 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
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Table 3. N u m b e r  of functions in callgraphs from root main and root 
sumlist 

Rooted ~7 global ~7 local ~ l i b r a ry  ~ functions 
callgraph functions functions functions total 

main 7 6 4 17 
*main 7 0 4 11 
\ m a i n  3 1 2 6 

sumlist 5 3 2 10 
*sumlist 5 0 2 7 
\ sumlis t  3 3 2 8 

c. a global function calls a library function; 
d. a local function calls a global function; 
e. a local function calls another local function; 
f. a local function calls a library function. 

In Table 4 the number of the function calls, including 
recursive callst, are listed for the general callgraph with as 
root the function main, the global callgraph from root 
*main, and the local callgraph from root \main. The same 
properties are given for the function sumlist. 

As can be seen from the number of nodes and edges 
in these callgraphs, it is useful, for functional programs 
with many local functions, to obtain both the global 
callgraph and the local callgraphs, besides the customary 
callgraph. 

For callgraphs, some standard metrics have been 
defined '~4. For each class of callgraphs introduced in the 
previous section, these metrics are applicable. For the 
general callgraph with as root the function main, some of 
these metrics are given in Table 5. The definitions of the 
metrics are given in Fenton ~. A short description will be 
given below. 

The volume is the sum of all sizes of functions, where 
each function's size is the number of nodes in its flow- 
graph. The minimum depth is the length of the shortest 
path from the root node to the farthest node in the graph. 
The maximum depth is the longest loop-free path between 
the root node and any other node. Fenton's width gives the 
maximum number of function on any level. If  no function 
is called more than once by one other function then there 
is no reuse. The callgraph is then a pure tree. The reuse 
metrics give the proportion by which the size of the 
program, in which functions are duplicated that are called 
from different places, exceeds the actual program. The 
Reuse 1 metric is based on the functions having equal 
weight; the Reuse 2 metric sizes each function according 

t i n  Prometrix recursive calls are not counted. 

to the number of nodes in the flowgraph*. The impurity is 
the amount by which the graph deviates from a pure tree 
structure. The Yin and Winchester C metric is the callgraph 
equivalent of McCabe's metric and measures the number of 
calls 'branching in'. Fenton's impurity metric is a norm- 
alized measure, ranging from 0 (when the graph is a tree) 
to 100. 

As with the control-flow metrics, one can detect func- 
tions that exhibit an extreme value on some metric. For 
example, a high value of impurity metrics may point to a 
bad design, or if the design is good, to program code that 
strongly deviates from the design. 

Miranda analyser 

In previous research, an analyser has been constructed to 
obtain the Halstead and McCabe-metrics of Pascal pro- 
grams and Miranda scripts ~6. The implementation of this 
analyser was based on an attributed grammar in the syn- 
thesizer generator ~7. The present Miranda analyser for the 
flowgraphs and callgraphs is also devised on an attributed 
grammar. As back end of this analyser, the tool Prometrix t4 
is used. This system provides, among others, the graphical 
display of the graphs, the calculation of standard metrics on 
these graphs, and statistical analysis of the metrics. There 
are front ends available to this tool for several, mainly 
imperative, programming languages. The current Miranda 
front end, accomplishing the modelling described in the 
previous sections, is the first one for a functional pro- 
gramming language. 

Prometrix 

Prometrix ts is a tool for the analysis of callgraphs and flow- 
graphs. The three modes of operation are the following: 

• The prepare mode: the front end for the respective pro- 
gramming language is invoked to produce the represen- 
tation of the flowgraphs and the callgraph in an inter- 
mediate file (the .f file) for the given source code. From 
this file another file is produced with metric values (the 
.dat file). It is possible to process a number of scripts 
jointly (with the names of their files in a batch file), 
producing a single intermediate file with the represen- 
tations of flowgraphs and callgraphs in all these scripts 
together. 

• The inspect mode: both flowgraphs and callgraphs (from 

*In Prometrix the number of nodes in l ibrary functions is taken to be 0. 
More appropriate would be the value 2, the size of a P I flowgraph, 
considering a library function as an elementary action. 

Table 4. Number of function calls for callgraphs from root main and sumlist 

7t cal ls  a. b. c. d. e. f. 
Root global-global global-local global-library local-global local-local local-library Total 

main 10 5 1 6 1 5 28 
*main 10 0 5 0 0 0 15 
\ma in  3 1 0 0 0 2 6 

sumlist 6 2 1 2 l 1 13 
*sumlist 6 0 2 0 0 0 8 
\ suml is t  3 2 1 2 1 1 10 
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Table 5. Metrics of the general callgraph from root main 

Metric Value 

Size metrics 

Dimensions 

Re-use metrics 

Impurity metrics 

Number of functions* 17 
Number of function-function* paths 27 
Volume 44 
Average size 2.59 

Maximum depth of calling 4 
Minimum depth of calling 4 
Fenton's width metric 10 

Reuse 1 metric 0.65 
Reuse 2 metric 0.61 

Yin and Winchester C metric 
Fenton's impurity metric (%) 

11 
9.17 

*In the Miranda analyser (see section 0) the functions are referred to as 
modules. 

a .  f file) can be displayed graphically, with their respective 
metric values. It is optional to display the library functions. 
One may select a subgraph, and it is possible to prune the 
graph, i.e. to contract dependencies in one node. One 
may alternate between nodes in the graphs and the related 
source code (code viewing). An example of a fiowgraph 
is given in Figure 11, the flowgraph of the function 
sumlist (cf. the annotated flowgraph in Figure 4). 

• The global mode: the metric values can be displayed in 
different formats (i.e. histograms, box plots). 

For further details on the operation of Prometrix, the reader 
is referred to the manual '8. 

Miranda front  end 

The two main components of  the front end are a pre- 
processor, and an 'editor'  generated with the Synthesizer 
generator '8. The pre-processor has mainly the following 
functionality: 

• to add semicolons to account for the offside layout rule 
in Miranda'S; 

Figure 11 
analyser 

Flowgraph of module 'sumllst' 
In file 'comlolex,m' 

Flowgraph of the function sumlist from Miranda 

• to convert 'literate' Miranda scripts to 'normal' scripts'S; 
• to calculate size metrics: the lines of code, with and 

without comments/white lines. 

The editor derives the flowgraph and callgraph represen- 
tations as attributes of the scripts. For each production in 
the abstract syntax, the attribute rules provide the con- 
tribution to the representations of the flowgraphs and the 
callgraphs. Two files are generated by the editor: 

• A file (the .f file) with the standard flowgraph and call- 
graph representation. The metrics statistics (in the .dat 
file) are based on this file. 

• A file (the .f.f file) with the standard flowgraph rep- 
resentation and the general, global, local and include- 
callgraph representation#. 

For the flowgraphs and the general callgraphs, the 
names of the functions are encoded with their path: e.g. 
/sumlist@2/c@ 1/x. Prometrix will only show the part after 
the last slash. For the global callgraphs, the names of the 
functions are encoded with a star-prefix, e.g. *sumlist. For 
the local callgraph, the names of the functions are encoded 
with path and inverted slashes, e.g. \ suml is t@2\c@l\x .  
Library functions are encoded with just their names as they 
appear in the program text. The names of the files in the 
include graph representation are encoded with a %-prefix. 
The files with the scripts are processed in a batch file 's. 
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11 are examples of the output from 
the Miranda analyser. 

Metric statistics 

In the global mode of Prometrix, one can obtain the metric 
values in different formats. A part of a summary statistics 
table for the script complex.m (Figure 2, without include 
files) is given in Table 6. The values of the maximum, 
minimum, mean, standard deviation and median for 
various metrics are given. The fan-in gives the number of 
functions that call a particular function; the fan-out is the 
number of functions that is called by a function. It is 
optional to include or exclude the calls to library functions. 
The number of functions defined in the example script 
(Figure 2) is 14 (thus excluding the library functions); 
the total number of the nodes in the flowgraphs of these 
functions is 43. Table 5 and 6 are examples of the output 

Table 6. Summary statistics of complex.m (without include files) 

Metric Max Min Mean Std. Dev Median 

Number of nodes 11 2 3.07 2.43 2.00 
Number of edges 15 1 2.71 3.77 1.00 
Biggest prime 4 2 --* --* 2.00 
Depth of nesting 5 0 0.64 1.34 0.00 
McCabe's metric 6 1 1.64 1.34 1.00 

• State. testability 5 1 1.43 1.12 1.00 
Branch testability 6 1 1.64 1.34 1.00 
Fan-in 4 0 1.57 1.35 1.00 
Fan-out 6 0 2.00 1.73 2.00 
Fan-out ex. libraries 5 0 1.57 1.64 1.50 

*This metric is on an ordinal scale, so this statistical quantity is not 
appropriate. 

tAliases (see Miranda manual) are not taken into account. 
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from the Miranda analyser. 
The summary statistics provide a good objective basis for 

the comparison of different programs, for example in order 
to make a choice between competitive implementations 
with respect to the testability of the programs. 

Design of functional p r o g r a m s  

In the previous sections, the modelling and static analysis 
of programs in Miranda have been described. In this section, 
the analysis will be extended to designs of functional 
programs. Functional languages have been used in software 
development ~9 as executable specifications 2° and for proto- 
typing 2'. Miranda programs can be developed in a top 
down manner by the use of stubs. The code can be analysed 
in the subsequent stages of the software development. 
Structured design in combination with prototyping in a 
functional language has been described by Harrison = . 

Pseudocode 

The Miranda metric analyser described in the previous 
section can be used for designs with stepwise refinement in 
pseudocode as described below. The design callgraphs 
obtained in this way gives the 'uses'-hierarchy as in structure 
charts 3. 

In the pseudocode, any Miranda language construct can 
be used, including the use of local definitions. However, 
the code needs to be neither executable nor type-correct 
to the Miranda system. The ' = '  symbol in the function 
definition denotes a 'uses'-relation. 

The example problem of complex numbers will be used 
again to illustrate the design of a Miranda program with this 
pseudocode. Two steps of refinement are given in Figure 12. 

Design callgraph 

The design given above can be depicted in a structure chart 
(see Figure 13) without interface and procedural annotations. 

The pseudocode can be offered to the Miranda metric 
analyser. The analyser will produce a design callgraph as 
in Figure 7, but now with the dependencies given in the 
structure chart of the design. The standard metrics defined 
on callgraphs can be obtained for these design callgraphs as 
well. 

From this second design, it is rather trivial to obtain a 

I I A first design in pseudocode: 

main 
= getSublist 

convertAIIToComplexList  
sumComplexLis t  
showComplex  

convertAIIToComplexList  
= conver tOneToComplex 

I I A ref inement of the first design: 

main 
= getSublist 

convertAIIToComplexList  
sumComplexLis t  
showComplex 

getSubl ist  list 
= drop firstpart list 

take secondpart  list 

convertAIIToComplexList  list 
= [conver tOneToComplex e lement  I e lement  (- l ist] 

conver tOneToComplex list 
= complex(0,0),  if length list = 0 
= complex(f i rst  list, 0), if length list = 1 
= complex(f i rst  list, second list), otherwise 

sumComplexLis t  list 
= (head list) plus (sumComplexList  (tail list)) 

showComplex  
= showRePart  

showlmPart  

Figure 12 Design of example program in pseudocode 

Miranda program. The data structures have to be chosen; 
the arguments of the functions have to be established; sub- 
sequently, the type declarations of the functions can be 
given; and finally the remaining Miranda code of the func- 
tions. (Notice that this program will differ from the example 
program in Figure 2.) Similar operations in the graph can 
be grouped together in one file, e.g. the operations on 
complex numbers. A modular structure 24 will be obtained 
such as given in Figure 9. 

The design callgraph metrics can be compared with the 
metrics of the callgraphs of the final program. Differences 
can be explained by details in the final coding, such as the 
use of auxiliary functions or local functions. However, 
there might have been other reasons to deviate from the 
design. In the example program in Figure 2, the conversion 
of a list of numbers to a complex number is combined with 
the calculation of the sum of the list with complex numbers, 

Figure 13 Structure chart of design of example program 
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resulting in a slightly more efficient program than the one 
obtained from the design above. 

C o n c l u s i o n  

The metric analyser for Miranda programs is based on a 
flowgraph model and a callgraph model. The flowgraph 
model uses the top level control structure in the function 
definitions: the patterns, the guards and the expressions are 
not expanded. It is questionable whether a further expansion 
would be useful for the modelling aiming at the attribute of 
comprehensibility of programs. The present model allows 
the analysis of test cases, and the detection of error prone 
definitions written in a bad programming style. This hypo- 
thesis has to be tested in further experiments 4. 

The callgraph model in the analyser results in four 
classes of callgraphs. The include callgraph provides an 
insight in dependencies of the files used in the program. 
The global cailgraph gives an abstraction of the dependencies 
of the top level functions in a script without being obscured 
by the local functions. The local callgraphs are useful for 
a more detailed analysis of the individual top level functions. 
The general callgraph is used for the standard statistical 
analysis of the program. 

Furthermore, the Miranda metric analyser allows the 
construction of structure charts on the base of design in 
pseudocode. The metric values of these design callgraphs 
can be compared with the values obtained from the call- 
graphs of the final code. Differences may point to design 
decisions made in a later phase of the software development. 

An important advantage of the modelling of functional 
programs presented here is the close similarity with the 
modelling used for imperative programs. The same standard 
metrics are applicable in both cases. In this respect, 
Harrison 8 showed a model that deviates from our model- 
ling. For example, a function definition f x = map h x, is 
modelled by Harrison with two calls (f, map) and (map, h) 
instead of the calls (f, map) and (f, h). However, the struc- 
ture chart given in a previous article 22 is similar to the 
global callgraph introduced here. 

Somewhat larger programs have been analysed with the 
Miranda analyser. Among others, a database system with 
about 800 lines of source code (not including comments), 
divided over four data files. (The program is roughly equiv- 
alent to about 8000 lines of imperative code23). There are 
about 450 functions defined in this system. Validation of the 
metrics, based on the flowgraph and callgraph model, has 
to be carried out for functional programs 4'25'26. Further- 
more, the analyser could easily be extended with a depend- 
ency graph of types that are defined in scripts. 

The metric analyser, with the Miranda front end to the 
Prometrix system, appears to be a very useful tool for the 
automated static analysis of also larger functional pro- 
grams: by displaying the dependencies in callgraphs, for 
providing data on metric values of standard metrics on 
callgraphs and flowgraphs, and for detecting functions that 
are complex with respect to preset threshold values, e.g. 
size and testability. 
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